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ANNOUNCING INTEGRATED INTEL SOLUTIONS
Delivering Mission Based Outcomes to the Intelligence Community
Middleburg, VA, July 10, 2017– Effective immediately, Aspiration Software LLC will be Integrated Intel
Solutions. What began as a software development company is now an Integrated Intelligence and
Systems Engineering company. This name change was adopted to reflect service offerings that mirror
the changing mission requirements of the Intelligence Community (IC).
For more than 15 years Aspiration Software has combined deep domain knowledge with state of the art
technical and leadership experience to work next generation technology and methodology integration
by identifying and solving strategic and engineering challenges faced by intelligence customers. The IC
faces an environment with rapidly changing missions and technology and needs to lean forward to face
these challenges.
“We have been responding to the engineering needs of the IC since 2002 and
believe that IC agencies look to the contracting community to provide direct
access to experienced hands‐on engineers who are trained and certified in the
latest technology and techniques.”
Jon M. Stout
Chief Executive Officer
As the IC mission changed and new technologies and methodologies emerged, the company took the
lead on adopting a balanced approach. This approach included enterprise solutions using the SAFe Agile
Enterprise/DevOps framework and the commitment to the AWS/C2S cloud architecture. Additionally, to
better manage the collection and analysis of big data, Machine Learning/Artificial Intelligence
engineering solutions were applied for new applications, and legacy systems modernization/cloud
migration. The company, now Integrated Intel Solutions has changed with the mission.

The resulting organization is geared to supporting legacy systems and the leaning forward solutions of
the changing mission world in the IC.

It has always been the goal to foster a corporate culture based on responding to the IC mission needs. In
a changing mission environment, Integrated Intel Solutions now delivers the solutions the IC requires.

ABOUT THE COMPANY
Integrated Intel Solutions is a leaning forward provider of technical and engineering support for the
Integrated Intelligence community. We provide mission solutions for AWS/C2S (cloud) engineering and
integration, systems and strategic engineering and architecture, data science and machine learning,
legacy systems migration, ICIE/ICITE services engineering, and program and financial expertise.
###
If you would like more information about this topic, please contact Jon Stout at 571.323.7810 or email at
j.stout@integratedintelsolutions.com.
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